
ELEGANT CLASSIC DESIGN

FLEXIBLE INSTALLATION

Suitable for freestanding and built-in installation

ATTRACTIVE LIGHTING

Showcase your collection by softly illuminating bottles

DUAL-ZONE COOLING

OPTIMAL STORAGE ENVIRONMENT

A WINE COOLER THAT FITS YOUR LIFESTYLE

For wine to unfold its full bouquet and flavor, both the storage conditions and the serving temperature must be right. 

Dometic wine coolers ensure the optimal environment for unlocking the wine’s full flavors and character. The temperature is 

accurately controlled thanks to electronic regulation and a constant humidity is maintained between 50-70% ensuring the 

corks don’t dry or mold. A fan circulates the air inside the wine cooler while the integrated carbon filter eliminates any 

potential odors. The “low emission” treatment of the triple-glazed doors on Dometic wine coolers stops ultraviolet rays that 

can damage and change the character of the wine.

Dimensions (Width X Depth X Height) cm

29.5cm X 61m X 82.9cm

Dometic D18B wine cooler has a minimalist design that will blend perfectly in any kitchen. Its fully black exterior contrasts 

with the softly illuminated interior that beautifully showcases your collection. The wine cooler can be placed in any indoor 

space freestanding or built-in under standard kitchen counters. Its compact handle tucks neatly under the counter rending it 

virtually invisible. Its feet and bottom plinth can be adjusted to fit the height of the cabinets. The door with reversible 

opening direction offers additional flexibility for a perfect fit in your kitchen. Dometic D18B wine cooler can store up to 18 

Bordeaux bottles in its two separate temperature zones that can be set between 4°C and 22°C. Thanks to the powerful 

compressor cooling technology, it reliably and efficiently cools wine regardless of the ambient temperature.

D18B
9600050800

Compressor wine cooler, dual-zone, freestanding or built-in, 18 bottles

Enhance your kitchen with this dual-zone wine cooler that can be freestanding or seamlessly built-in to create an elegant 

style in any home. It has room for 18 Bordeaux bottles attractively presented on FSC certified wooden shelves

Store your treasured wine collection in a beautifully designed Dometic wine 

cooler. With its stylish stainless steel details and attractive interior lighting, the 

Classic range of Dometic wine coolers complements any space. Allow the 

Dometic wine cooler to take center stage in your kitchen, enhance the esthetics 

of your home and enjoy wine at its very best.

Two independently controlled temperature zones (upper 4°C – 12°C; lower 

12°C – 22°C)


